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Analysis of L-type Amino Acid Transporter in Canine Hepatocellular Carcinoma
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RUNNING HEAD: LEUCINE TRANSPORT IN HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA
**ABSTRACT** Analysis of L-type amino acid transport expression of hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HCCs) of the dog was performed. The leucine transport activity of canine HCCs was 0.628 ± 0.018 nmol/mg protein/min. The inhibitor of LAT 2-aminobicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-2-carboxylic acid (BCH) reduced 90% of the activity at 1 mM. The deduced amino acid sequences of canine LAT2, LAT3 and LAT4 were well conserved in mammals, exhibiting 89, 88 and 77% homology, respectively. RT-PCR revealed distinct LAT1 expression compared with normal hepatocytes. Western blotting analysis confirmed the potent LAT1 expression in canine HCCs but not hepatocytes, and real-time RT-PCR analysis indicated that canine HCCs possessed 28 times higher LAT1 expression than hepatocytes. These results indicated that the leucine transport activity of canine HCCs was due to LAT1.
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INTRODUCTION

Many amino acid transport systems have been distinguished based on differences in their substrate-selectivity, ion-dependence, pH sensitivity, kinetics and regulatory properties by using membrane vesicle preparations or cultured cells [5, 6]. Among them, system L is an amino acid transport system that mediates sodium-independent transport of neutral amino acids. It was first described in Ehrlich ascites tumor cells as a sodium-independent transport system for neutral amino acids that is specifically inhibited by a bicyclic amino acid, 2-aminobicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-2-carboxylic acid (BCH) [28, 29, 37]. Later, two subtypes for system L with distinct characteristics in substrate affinity, selectivity, and transport properties were reported and named systems L1 and L2 [37]. To date, four isoforms of system L have been identified at the molecular level. The first cloned transporters with system L activity were LAT1 and LAT2, which are members of the SLC (solute carrier) 7 family of transporters [17, 21, 34, 36]. They mediate sodium-independent amino acid exchange and recognize a wide range of large neutral amino acids as substrates [35], expanding to small neutral amino acids in the case of LAT2 [30, 31, 33]. These proteins form heteromeric complexes via a disulfide bond with the heavy chain of 4F2 antigen (4F2hc, SLC3A2), a single transmembrane domain protein essential for the functional expression of LAT1 and LAT2.
Later, other transporters were identified by expression cloning [1, 3], and it was reported that they exhibited Na-independent, BCH-sensitive neutral amino acid transport activity. In spite of possessing the properties of system L, these transporters (LAT3 and LAT4) were structurally different from system L1 (LAT1 and LAT2), and additionally, they did not require co-expression with 4F2hc to elicit transport activity at the plasma membrane. LAT3 and LAT4 transport activities show specific properties: (i) preferential substrate specificity [6], (ii) complex kinetics [6], which are compatible with two simultaneous apparent affinities and (iii) inactivation by the thiol reagent N-ethylmaleimide [25]. Northern blot analysis indicated the tissue distribution of system L2 was different between LAT3 and LAT4. Potent expression of LAT3 was found in the placenta and kidney, and that of LAT4 was found in the pancreas and skeletal muscle [1, 3]. Previously, we reported the cDNA sequence and distribution of canine LAT1 in the healthy dog and in several tumor cells [27]. The accumulating data indicated the close relationship between tumor malignancy and LAT1 expressions in human tumor tissues [15, 16]. Notably, the expression of LAT1 has been described to be a significant factor indicating a poor outcome in various human cancers [2, 12, 14, 22, 32]. Hepatocellular carcinoma is the most common primary hepatic tumor in dogs and arises from the uncontrolled proliferation of hepatocytes. Viral infectious have been associated with hepatocellular carcinoma in humans, but no causal link with hepatocellular carcinoma in dogs has yet been established. While Kadosawa et al. reported the LAT1
expression in the canine mammary gland tumor and melanoma in the veterinary clinic [9-11], little information is available concerning LAT expression in hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HCCs) of dog. In this study, we examined functional analysis of LAT activity, determined the molecular structure of canine LAT3 and LAT4 and investigated the expression of the four isotypes of LATs by RT-PCR and Western blot analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal and cells samples: All experiments were performed according to the guidelines of the Laboratory Animal Care Committee of Azabu University, and were in compliance with the Fundamental Guideline for Proper Conduct of Animal Experiment and Related Activities in Academic Research Institutions. A tumor was removed from an 11-year female Yorkshire Terrier with hepatocellular carcinoma and diagnosed histologically. Tissues samples were fixed in 20% buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 4 \( \mu m \), and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE). A cell line was established after transplantation to a nude mouse, cultured through >100 passages and maintained in Eagle’s MEM (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 6.6 mg/l spectinomycin and 2 mM glutamine in a 60 mm dish (BioCoat Collagen I 60 mm Dish, Corning, Tokyo, Japan) 37°C in a 5% CO\(_2\) humidified incubator. Tissue samples were also obtained from a healthy 5-year-old male Shiba dog.
Determination of the cDNA sequence of canine LATs

Determination of the cDNA sequence was carried out as described previously [26]. Total RNA was isolated from tissues of the healthy dog using an RNA extraction solution (Isogen, Nippon Gene, Tokyo, Japan). The primers used in this study were prepared according to the conserved sequence region between the human and mouse. The DDBJ accession numbers of the human and mouse LATs used in this study were as follows: human LAT2, AF171669; mouse LAT2, AF171668; human LAT3, AB103033; mouse LAT3, AB103034; human LAT4, AB120364; mouse LAT4, AB120363). RT-PCR amplification was performed by employing a SuperScript III first-Strand Synthesis System kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with Hot start Ex Taq DNA polymerase (Takara Bio, Kyoto, Japan). The band was excised from the agarose gel and purified using a Wizard SV gel clean-up system (Promega, Tokyo, Japan). The extracted and purified DNA was cloned into a pCR II-TOPO cloning vector (Invitrogen) and sequenced with a BigDye Terminator kit ver.3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The nucleotide sequence obtained exhibited high similarities (> 85%) to human LATs cDNA sequences. In order to determine the 3’ and 5’ regions of cDNA, RACE methods were carried out using a SMARTer RACE cDNA Amplification Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) and a set of canine LATs sequences obtained.
Measurement of leucine transport activity

Radioactive (3H-) L-leucine was purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals (St Louis, MO, USA). Na-independent leucine uptake was measured as described elsewhere [20]. Simply, all buffers containing Na were replaced with N-methyl-D-glucamine. The cells were plated 5 x 10^5 cells/6-well plate 24 hr before the experiment. After washing the cells, the medium containing 10 M leucine with a radioisotope was added and incubated at 37°C. To study the effect of BCH, the inhibitor of LAT, was included in an incubation medium containing radiolabeled leucine. Uptake was terminated by washing with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline. After solubilizing the cells with 1% SDS, the radioactivity was measured with a liquid scintillation counter, and the protein content was determined by the Micro BCA method.

RT-PCR analysis of the four isotypes of LAT expression in hepatocarcinoma and normal hepatocytes

In order to examine the expression of LATs, we performed RT-PCR using the primers specific to each LAT (Table 1). RT-PCR conditions were as follows: 25 cycles of three steps, 94°C for 15 sec, 68°C for 15 sec and 72°C for 20 sec.

Real-time RT-PCR evaluation of LAT1
The housekeeping gene RP was used as a reference gene. The primer set for LAT1 used for real-time PCR was designed and purchased from Takara (Kyoto, Japan) (Table 1). Real-time quantitative PCR was performed using a Thermal Cycler Dice® Real Time System II (Takara, Kyoto, Japan). Samples (final volume of 25 µl) were run in duplicate and contained the following: X1 SYBR® Premix Ex Taq™ II (Takara), 1 µl 10 M of each primer and 2 µl cDNA template. Amplification was conducted using the following protocol: initial denaturation phase at 95°C for 10 sec and then 40 cycles at 95°C for 5 sec for denaturation and 60°C for 20 sec for annealing and extension. The qRT-PCR results are presented as the gene expression of the target gene (LAT1) relative to that of the housekeeping gene (RP19), and LAT1 gene expression levels were obtained using the standard method of quantification.

*Western blot analysis of LAT*

The anti-canine LAT1 serum was prepared as described previously [26]. The cell membrane of the tissues for Western blot analysis was prepared as reported by Denker et al. [7]. In brief, the cells were homogenized at 4°C in a the buffer containing 0.1 M KCl, 5 mM Na₂HPO₄, pH 7.5, 0.75 mM Na-EGTA, pH 7.5, 1 mM DDT, 5 mM MgCl₂, 200 µg/ml phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 4 µg/ml leupeptin. Homogenates were centrifuged for 10 min to remove debris. The 1 ml supernatant was laid over a 5 ml sucrose solution containing 0.8 mM sucrose and 2 mM Na-EGTA, and was centrifuged at 32,000 g for 40 min. Protein
concentration of the pellet was determined by the BCA method, and was used for Western blot analysis. The membranes were simply solubilized, electrophoresed into 12% polyacrylamide gels, and immunoblotted with a chemiluminescence autoradiograph. The membrane was then treated with a primary antibody against the C-terminus of canine LAT1, followed by a secondary antibody (anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) goat IgG Fab’ HRP, x100,000, Seikagaku Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The LAT1 protein was detected with an ECL Plus chemiluminescence detection system (GE Healthcare Bioscience, Chalfont, UK)) and exposed to x-ray film.

RESULTS

Histologic sections from the specimen of hepatocellular carcinoma from the dog are shown in Figure 1 (A, B). The tumor was composed of two dissimilar forms, hepatocellular carcinoma and cholangiocellular carcinoma. The tumor cells contained various-sized cord-like structures and conspicuous nucleoli. Histologic sections of a nude mouse with a transplanted tumor are also shown in Figure 1 (C, D). Mitosis was observed, but cord-like structures disappeared. The tumor cytoplasm was abundant and eosinophilic.

The leucine transport activity of canine HCCs is indicated in Figure 2. The transport activity was 0.628 ± 0.018 nmol/mg protein/min, while in the presence of 1 mM BCH, the specific inhibitor of carnitine transporter, the transport activity was reduced by 90%. Figures
2-4 shows the deduced amino acid sequences of canine LAT2-LAT4 and a comparison with those of other mammalians. Canine LAT2 was one amino acid longer than that of the mouse, and 3 amino acids shorter than that of the human (Figure 8). Canine LAT3 was one amino acid shorter than that of the human. Mouse LAT3 possessed 5 and 14 amino acid insertions in the same location compared with those of the dog and human (Figure 4). Canine LAT4 consisted of the same number of amino acid resides as human LAT4, while mouse LAT4 possessed 4 amino acid insertions (Figure 5). Canine LAT2, LAT3 and LAT4 exhibited 89, 88% and 77% homology among mammalians, respectively. The homology of canine LAT1 and LAT2 was 54%, and LAT3 and LAT4 showed 58% identity (data not shown). On the other hand, significant homology was not observed among LAT1-LAT4 (Figure 6). Figure 7 shows the RT-PCR analysis of LAT expression in HCCs and hepatocytes from the healthy dog. A potent signal was observed only in LAT1 in the hepatocarcinoma, while LAT1 was not observed in hepatocytes. Signals of LAT3 (weakly) and LAT4 were detected in hepatocytes, while LAT3 and LAT4 were not observed in HCCs. As a control experiment, the expressions of LAT2 and LAT4 were confirmed in the kidney, and that of LAT3 was confirmed in the pancreas (Figure 7B). Detailed evaluation of LAT1 expression in the hepatocarcinoma and healthy liver was investigated by real-time RT-PCR analysis. Expression of LAT1 in the hepatocarcinoma was 28 times higher than that in the healthy liver (Figure 8A). Western blotting analysis using anti-LAT1 serum confirmed the certain
signal in the hepatocellular carcinoma (Figure 8B). RT-PCR analysis indicated no LAT3 and LAT4 expression in canine HCCs, while hepatocytes possessed weak expression.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the leucine transport activity and confirmed potent BCH-sensitive, Na-independent transport activity in canine HCCs. To evaluate the contribution of four LAT isoforms, we determined the cDNA sequences of LAT2, LAT3 and LAT4, and the expression of the four isotypes of LATs was examined by RT-PCR analysis. Distinct LAT1 expression in canine HCCs was observed, while other signals were either weak or not detected.

Real-time RT-PCR evaluation of LAT1 indicated that the expression of LAT1 was 28 times higher in HCCs than that in hepatocytes. Western blotting analysis using anti-LAT1 serum supported these results. Therefore, potent BCH-sensitive, Na-independent leucine transport activity occurred due to LAT1. LAT1 has been closely associated with cancerous or proliferative cells, and previous studies have shown it to be highly expressed in proliferating tissues, many tumor cell lines and primary human tumors [18, 24, 38]. The expression of LAT1 has been described to be a significant factor indicating a poor outcome in various human cancers [12, 16, 22, 33]. Cancer cells require considerable nourishment to meet their demands for rapid growth and cell division. Therefore, upregulation of amino acid
transporters, especially the system L amino acid transporters that supply large neutral amino acids including many essential amino acids, has been reported [8]. Notably, downregulation of LAT1 by silencing LAT1 shRNA introduction or BCH treatment suppressed invasion and migration of cholangiocarcinoma [13]. Hepatocellular carcinoma is the most common primary hepatic tumor in dogs. Canine hepatocellular carcinoma arises from the uncontrolled proliferation of hepatocytes. The pathogenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma is a multistep process involving sequential events, such as chronic inflammation, hyperplasia, dysplasia, and ultimately, malignant transformation [4]. Several epigenetic and genetic alterations are involved in hepatocellular carcinoma, which ultimately lead to alterations of molecular pathways. Upregulation of LAT1 was reported to be associated with a poor prognosis in malignant tumors [23, 19]. Potent expression of LAT1 may involve the alternation of amino acid metabolism in hepatocellular carcinoma. Therefore, alteration of LAT1 function could possibly be a therapeutic target for canine hepatocellular carcinoma. Although we confirmed that LAT1 played an important role in leucine transport in canine HCC in this study, only one cells line was investigated. We will next investigate more cell lines of canine hepatocellular carcinoma or other tumor cell lines. The data clarified in this paper may facilitate the study on understanding of the pathophysiology of canine hepatocellular carcinoma.
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Table 1. Sequences of oligonucleotides used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence (5'-3')</th>
<th>Product (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAT1</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>TGTACGGCTCGCTGCCCAGCCTTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>GATGGCCAGGGGCAGGTTGCTGTTAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT2</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>GGTTGGGCCACCCCGGGTTCAAGACATT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>TGTCGCTGATGACCCGAGCATCAGCAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT3</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>GGTCCGGGACTGCGCCTGTCTCCAATTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>AGCCTGGTCTGCGACAGCTTGGTGCGCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT4</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>GCCATCACCCTGCCTCAGACATCGTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>TTATGGGCCCTCCTGAGTCGCCGCTTGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>ATCCACCTC TTC CAG GAG CGA GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>GTC TTC TGG GTG GCA GTG ATG G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accession numbers are indicated in parentheses.
Figure legend

**Figure 1** Histologic section from the specimen from the liver of the dog. HE stain (A, B).

Hepatocellular carcinoma (•) and cholangiocellular carcinoma (arrow) (A). In part, hepatic cells with a normal pattern were observed (arrow). The tumor cells contained various-sized cord-like structures and conspicuous nucleoli • • . Bar=20 µm. (B).

Histologic section of the nude mouse with a transplanted tumor. HE stain (C, D). Bar=100 µm (C). The cells of 2 nuclei were observed in various-sized and inequality (arrow). Bar=20 µm (D).

**Figure 2** Leucine transport activity of canine HCCs in the presence or absence of 1 mM BCH. The values represent the means and SD of 4 individual experiments.

**Figure 3** Amino acid sequences of canine LAT4 were compared with those of the human and mouse. Multiple sequence alignments were performed using the GENETYX program (ver. 10). Asterisks and dots indicate identical residues and conservative substitutions, respectively. The cDNA sequences data of canine LAT2 was deposited in the DNA Data Bank of Japan (accession numbers AB923978).
Figure 4 Amino acid sequences of canine LAT3 were compared with those of the human and mouse. Multiple sequence alignments were performed using the GENETYX program (ver. 10). Asterisks and dots indicate identical residues and conservative substitutions, respectively. The cDNA sequences data of canine LAT3 was deposited in the DNA Data Bank of Japan (accession numbers AB924118).

Figure 5 Amino acid sequences of canine LAT4 were compared with those of the human and mouse. Multiple sequence alignments were performed using the GENETYX program (ver. 10). Asterisks and dots indicate identical residues and conservative substitutions, respectively. The cDNA sequences data of canine LAT4 was deposited in the DNA Data Bank of Japan (accession numbers AB924119).

Figure 6 Amino acid sequences of the four isotypes of canine LATs were compared. Multiple sequence alignments were performed using the GENETYX program (ver. 10). Asterisks and dots indicate identical residues and conservative substitutions, respectively.

Figure 7 RT-PCR analysis of the four isotypes of LATs in canine HCCs and normal hepatocytes. Integrity of RNA was examined by using glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (A). Control experiments of LAT2-LAT4 were also examined.

**Figure 8** Real-time RT-PCR analysis of mRNA of canine LAT1 in canine HCCs and normal hepatocytes (A) and Western blot analysis of LAT1 expression using antiserum against the C-terminus of canine LAT1 peptides (B).
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